CANDLE CARE &
HOME FRAGRANCE

ABOUT
DUSK
Begin your journey with dusk.
dusk has been bringing the beauty and ambience of
candlelight to homes across Australia since 2000.

Today they continue to be proudly
Australian Owned, with over 90 locations
nationwide.
Each dusk candle is lovingly created using the finest
waxes and fragrances sourced from across the globe
to create their distinctive high quality candles.
In recent years dusk has expanded to offer a range
of homewares designed to work in harmony with its
fragrance collections.
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about dusk
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CANDLE CARE &
SAFETY TIPS

GETTING THE MOST
FROM YOUR CANDLES
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Treat your candles with the love they
deserve by following a few simple safety
precautions that will ensure that you get the
very best each time you use them.
Trim the wick

Before lighting always trim the wick to 6mm with a wick
trimmer and remove any wick debris as this encourages
an even burn.

Avoid draughts

Candles burn best in still air but if you can’t avoid draughts,
turn the candle periodically to avoid uneven burning and
possible candle collapse. A candle in a draught may also
start to smoke.

Wicks

Regularly trim your wicks. We use 100% cotton,
lead free wicks. Sometimes you will notice a
‘mushrooming’ of the wick. To provide the cleanest
burn possible, we recommend you remove the black
‘mushroom’ before burning and periodically during
the burning. Failure to do this may lead to a
‘wax pool fire’ (in Containers and sometimes Votives)
where the entire candle may appear to ignite.
This is caused when a hot piece of untrimmed wick
drops into the melted wax pool and ignites it.
Prevent the ‘mushroom’ effect by regularly
trimming the wick and not burning any candle for
longer than the maximum recommended burn time.

Putting candles out

In the event of a ‘wax pool fire’, do not throw water
onto it as this will cause the candle to ‘explode’ due
to the water suddenly turning to steam with the hot
wax. The candle should not be moved or touched
while the wax is on fire. Either blow it out, cover with
a fire blanket or use a fire extinguisher.

Candle Cluster

Choosing the correct candle for your
candle holder

Use a candle snuffer to prevent wicks from drifting
off-centre and to avoid wax splash. This will help to
maximise the candle’s burn time. Blowing out a candle is
not recommended as the liquid wax may splatter and the
wick may continue to glow and emit smoke.
When creating decorative candle displays, candles should
be separated from each other by a minimum of 10cm to
prevent burn problems. Candles that are burnt too close
together will affect each candle’s burn quality, which may
cause candles to collapse and not burn to their maximum
burn times.

Votives

Votives need to be placed in a special votive holder as they
are designed to melt and liquify while burning. Never burn
a votive without using a holder. To make removal easier,
place a teaspoon of water in the holder prior to burning.

A helpful tip in deciding if a vessel is the right size for
a candle is the 70/30 ratio (70% empty space to
30% candle) - a general rule we use is making sure
at least three finger widths can fit the entire way
around the candle before touching the edge. If the
vessel is not an adequate size, it can cause the candle
to overheat and collapse.

Setting the candle memory

Kept vertical, dusk tapers will not smoke or drip and their
special lacquer will not catch fire or flame up. Use dusk
Candle Cradles to support tapers in their holder to ensure
they are kept vertical.

To get the maximum burn times from your candles, in
particular pillar candles, you need to set the
candle memory. To set the candle memory, burn the
candle for one hour for every 2.5cm of its diameter the
first time the candle is lit. This will allow the pool of wax
to extend to the outside rim and prevent the candle
from forming a crater. Each time the candle is lit after
setting the memory, the candle will burn out to the rim.

Candle storage

Maximum session burn times

Tapers

Candles are sensitive to temperature and light. Avoid
candles from fading, cracking and melting by storing your
candles in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight, dust
and fluorescent light. Store your candles in an upright
position and don’t leave your candles in a car on a warm day.

Never burn a candle for longer than three hours at
a time. If a candle is burnt for excessive periods
without being allowed to re-solidify, even the best
candle can burn out the sides due to excessive heat.

candle care
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We want you to have the best dusk experience
so here is some essential product information.
Failure to follow instructions could result in
injury, fire or property damage.
Pregnancy and essential oils

Pregnancy is a special time to care for you and
your baby. However, you should be aware of the
following points when using products that contain
essential oils, particularly during pregnancy.
• Consult a qualified medical practitioner before
using essential oils if you are planning
a pregnancy, are pregnant, have allergies, high
blood pressure or any other medical condition.
• Take care when using essential oils near young
children, babies and animals.
• Use essential oils as directed: not for internal
consumption, never apply directly on skin.
• Protect your essential oils by keeping them
away from direct sunlight and heat.
• Keep essential oils away from eyes at
all times.
• The diverse range of essential oil varieties and
applications makes it difficult for us to give
advice to individuals.
• Refer to product packaging for additional
warnings and cautions.
• Advice should be sought from a qualified
medical practitioner. Additionally there
are a number of publications and websites
that provide information regarding the use
of essential oils and any risk that may be
associated.

Candles and Melts

• Never leave burning candles unattended.
• Always remove labels and wrapping before lighting
candles and décor products.

• Do not position candles or fragrance products on or
near TV cabinets, electrical items or heat sources.

• Never burn a candle for longer than three hours at

a time. After the maximum recommended burn time,
let it cool, trim the wick and relight.

• Always use candles and fragrance products on an

appropriate tray. Under no circumstances should a
candle be placed directly on a table or any other surface
that may be subject to damage.

• Under no circumstances should any product that

generates heat, flame or fragrance be placed directly
onto antique, valuable or highly polished furniture.
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• Keep candles out of reach of children and pets.
• A draught can cause a candle to smoke. Avoid burning
candles in draught free areas.

• Do not use if the glass container is cracked, chipped or
broken.

• If a candle has multiple wicks, then all wicks must be
lit everytime.

•Don’t burn candles completely - discard them once they
have burnt to 2cm from their base or holder.

• Before lighting or, always trim the wick to 6mm and

remove any wick debris. This encourages an even burn
while helping to eliminate dripping and smoking.

• Container candles may become hot. Handle with

care and wait for the wax to set and the candle to cool
before moving. Never move a burning candle.

• A burning candle may generate significant heat

above the flame so always position well away from
combustible materials.

• When lighting a candle using a match, take care to
prevent any match debris from dropping onto the
candle. We recommend the use of the dusk Turbo
Lighter for maximum safety and efficiency when
lighting candles.

• Always keep the wax pool free from foreign objects

such as wick trimmings, wick particles, match debris
and dust

How to remove wax residue

Always carry out a spot test first.
• Place in freezer for 15 minutes to harden the wax and
then remove the wax.
• Use a hair dryer to heat the wax then quickly wipe with
a clean cloth.
• Wash garments in hot water, or place a paper towel on
top of the wax spots and press with a warm iron.

Glass care

Even the very best candle will deposit carbon on glass,
especially if the wick is not trimmed or the candle
is exposed to draughts. Wipe away any build-up with a
clean, damp cloth.

Please note

All dusk products are used at your own risk.
By following these instructions we are confident that you
will get the most enjoyment from your dusk purchase.
dusk does not accept responsibility for any damage
caused as a result of the misuse of
its products.
We offer a money back guarantee on all our products,
which is the extent of our liability.

safety tips
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MELTS

PODS OF FRAGRANCE
Melts are a mess-free alternative for oil burners.
They’re simple to use and have a great scent throw.
How to use a melt

• Ensure your oil burner dish is clean and dry.
• Remove all labels from the melt, place flat in the dish.
• Remove any labels from the tealight. Place it under
the dish and light.

• As the melt turns to liquid you will experience its
fragrance throw.

• Once the tealight is extinguished, the melt will harden.
• The wax will not disappear; use a new melt when scent is
no longer present.

• To remove, let it cool and harden then press gently on

one end. If it does not slide out easily, cool in the fridge
for 10 minutes to shrink the wax.

Take care when using these pods of fragrance and be sure
to never add water or light the melt directly.

Caution

• Do not add water.
• Do not light the melt directly at any time.
• Burn for no longer than 3 hours at a time.
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melts
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MOODFLAME
BE MESMERISED BY MOODFLAME ®
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dusk has fused the ancient allure of a naked
flame with cutting-edge Scandinavian
design to unveil the stunning MoodFlame®
collection.

Your dusk MoodFlame® comes equipped with its own unique
Extinguisher Plate; this should not be substituted for any other
form of snuffing device. Always ensure your Extinguisher Plate
is on hand before the unit is lit.

As with any fuel powered device, there are a number
of precautions that must be followed to ensure your
MoodFlame® experience is a safe and enjoyable one.
Ensure you have read the safety booklet enclosed with
your MoodFlame®, along with these instructions before
use.

While the MoodFlame ® is suitable for use indoors
or outdoors, it should only be used on a heat-resistant
surface away from flammable objects. The unit must not
be operated outside when a total fire ban is in place.
Similarly, the MoodFlame® should not be used on a shelf,
bookcase or wall cabinet where there is inadequate
clearance between the unit and flammable objects.
The fireplace must be operated in an open area with
a minimum of 1.5 metres between the unit and any timber,
plasterboard or other painted surface; 2 metres from
any fabric; and with a minimum 1.8 metre clearance above
the unit.
The dusk MoodFlame® is the perfect way to create a relaxing
atmosphere inside or out. When using indoors adequate
airflow must be maintained via an open window/door,
to ensure fresh oxygen replaces what is burned off during
the combustion process.

Failing to follow these instructions could lead to a serious,
potentially uncontrollable fire which may cause personal
injury, significant damage to property, and in extreme
circumstances, death. dusk cannot be held responsible for
any injury, death or damage to property caused by failing
to follow these safety instructions.

Fuel
The dusk MoodFlame® unit has been designed to operate with
dusk’s specially-formulated EcoFuel® only. Substituting dusk’s
highly-refined denatured ethanol fuel for lower-grade
ethanol, lamp oil, methylated spirits, gel, alcohol or any other fuel/
additive will cause the unit to smoke and produce an unpleasant
odour, rendering the unit a mood-wrecker not a mood-setter!
dusk cannot be held responsible for any damage caused by the
use of non-recommended fuel. dusk EcoFuel® should always
be stored in its original container to avoid contamination.

Filling
The MoodFlame® fuel cups must be washed and completely
dried before each use. Remove the fuel unit from the recess in
your dusk MoodFlame®, fill the container to about
1cm from the top, taking care not to spill any fuel.
After carefully filling, replace the fuel container in
its recess, wipe over the dusk MoodFlame® with a dry,
clean cloth to absorb any excess fuel.
Take care to choose a soft cloth that will not scratch the
dusk MoodFlame’s ® delicate surface.
Never attempt to refill the MoodFlame® while it is alight,
as fuel pouring from the bottle will ignite and cause the bottle
to explode. Extinguish the flame and allow the fuel cups to
cool before refilling with EcoFuel®.

Lighting and extinguishing
A long-nose lighter, such as the dusk Turbo Lighter, should
be used to ignite the MoodFlame®. Never use a match. If
debris falls into the fuel cup extinguish the flame, wait until
the unit cools to the touch and remove the foreign matter.
The MoodFlame® should only be operated with all its
components in place - never light the fuel cups while they are
not in the unit, or with the fireplace only partially assembled.

Operating

Things to remember
As with any device which incorporates fuel and fire,
the MoodFlame® can become hot during operation.
Attempting to move or touch the unit while it is burning may
result in severe burns.
The MoodFlame® is not a traditional fireplace in the
heat-providing sense - it is a home décor piece designed to
recreate the look and ambience of an open fire only. So while
it will warm the feel of a room, it won’t heat your house!

What to do in an emergency
Like any device which features a naked flame element,
the MoodFlame® must be kept out of reach of children
and pets. Children should always be supervised when
a MoodFlame® is in use to prevent accidental injury and/or
the flame being tampered with.
If the MoodFlame® unit is knocked over and burning fuel
is spilled, a Type Class BE and ABE powder, CO2 extinguisher
or a fire blanket should be used to extinguish the flame.
Alternatively, a wet towel can be thrown over the spill but
must remain in place until the flame is out and the spilt fuel
is cool. Never attempt to douse the flame with water as the
alcohol in the fuel may carry the flames further.
If you’re ever in doubt about any aspect of operating
the MoodFlame®, err on the side of caution and contact
dusk for advice.

moodflame
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In addition to our extensive range of beautifully
hand-poured candles, we also offer a selection of
scented products giving you the opportunity to layer
scent in your home.
Mood Reeds

Mood Reeds make a stylish addition to any room in the home and
are perfect to add scent all day long for up to 12 weeks.*
• Take care when using your Mood Reed by following a few
simple instructions.
• Always place Mood Reeds on a plate. • Be quick to clean up any
spills to avoid staining or stripping of furniture.
• Make sure you read the warnings that come with your
Mood Reeds.
*Fragrance lifespan subject to environmental conditions.

Room Sprays

dusk’s room sprays promise to awaken your senses and refresh the
air. Perfect for bathrooms, Room Sprays offer a delightful hit of
gorgeous fragrance that will transform any space
• Highly flammable.
• Do not spray on a naked flame or any incandescent
material.
• Not to be consumed or inhaled.

Vacuum Beads

Add 1 tablespoon of Vacuum Beads into the vacuum bag or sprinkle
onto carpet and vacuum up immediately.
• Fragrance is released whilst operating vacuum cleaner
and will remain in the room for some time.
• Each application will last approximately 2 weeks or until
the bag is emptied or replaced.
• This product will not clean carpets

Car Freshener

Enjoy your favourite dusk fragrance on the go.
• Keep out of reach of children.

Fragrant Gel Gems

Fill your home with a burst full of freshness. Perfect for any small
place such as the bathroom or toilet.
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Not to be consumed or inhaled.
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HOME
FRAGRANCE
home fragrance
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OUR
CUSTOMER
PROMISE
OUR PROMISE TO YOU
When you shop with us we will:

• Show you how to get the most out of your
dusk products.
• Always look at things through your eyes in order
to understand you and your needs.
• Listen to your suggestions, concerns and feedback.
• Provide a truly simple “No Hassle” guarantee:
If you are not happy with your purchase - at any time,
for any reason, just bring it back for an exchange
or full refund.
• If we disappoint you in any way, we will do whatever
it takes to make it right.

“It’s about you - the Customer - always”

We want to hear from you! Please email
help@dusk.com.au with your comments and
suggestions regarding your dusk experience.

REFUNDS &
EXCHANGES
At dusk we provide a truly simple “No Hassle”
guarantee: If you are not happy with your
purchase - at any time, for any reason, just
bring it back for an exchange or full refund.
Visit www.dusk.com.au
for all store locations
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SHOP ONLINE

CONVENIENT SHOPPING FROM THE
COMFORT OF YOUR HOME
Transport yourself to an illuminating dusk
store while relaxing at home! Shop online at
dusk.com.au and have your favourite dusk
products delivered direct to your door.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
EXPRESS POST AVAILABLE
DUSK.COM.AU

CAN’T
DECIDE?
A DUSK GIFT CARD IS THE
PERFECT GIFT
Give someone the gift of choice, something
they are guaranteed to love. A dusk gift card is
the perfect gift suitable for any occasion;
birthday, wedding, house warming or anytime
you want to treat that someone special.
You can load a dusk gift card with any amount starting
from $20 and they are accepted at any dusk store
nationwide, including our online store, dusk.com.au.

DUSK REWARDS

ENJOY EXCLUSIVE OFFERS AND SAVINGS
With your dusk rewards card, you’ll have access to a range of exclusive events and savings every time you
shop at dusk either in store or online.
dusk rewards members enjoy:

$

10% OFF full priced products

50% OFF shipping at dusk.com.au

$

5% OFF already discounted products

EXCLUSIVE member only offers
and events

To become a dusk rewards member, simply sign up in store or when you place an order online. It’s quick and easy and it’s
only $10 for a two-year membership!

dusk Australasia Pty Ltd
ACN 090 850 383
ABN 45 090 850 383
75-85 O’Riordan Street, Alexandria
NSW 2015
Phone number: 1300 387 543
We love hearing from our Customers.
Please email help@dusk.com.au with
all your queries and feedback regarding
your dusk experience.
To shop online or to find your nearest
store location visit dusk.com.au.
Follow us on
/duskAustralia
@duskAustralia
@duskAustralia
/ duskAustralia
and tag #duskcandles in your photos.
All photos shown throughout brochure are for
illustration purposes only.
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